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e are social creatures. More often than we realize, we get our cues for acceptable
and unacceptable behavior from our environment as well as our intrinsic traits of
character. This is even truer in the intense social environment of a military
organization or institution.
The ethical climate of an organization or command is deeper than officially stated values and
policies. Leaders are vital in creating, sustaining, and correcting that climate. No matter what they say,
being perceived as fair, respectful, and straightforward sends the most powerful message about what
leaders value and expect from the organizations they lead. When there is a breakdown in values, the
military gives the commander unique tools to restore the standard, whether through formal disciplinary
actions or all-hands calls. Regardless of method, commanders must act constantly and firmly to ensure
their ethical standards are known and adhered to. In our academic environment, leaders, faculty, staff,
and students must work together to maintain a climate of respectful dialogue which is the life-blood of
any truly world class educational institution.
/luce.nt/, our student-run journal, is a wonderful example of a climate of open and intelligent
inquiry. As students write, edit, and review work for this journal, they are honing the skills we strive to
develop in this institution. This issue on ethics, in particular, addresses the foundation on which our
profession rests. You have heard our Stockdale Chair Dr. Martin Cook say it well many times: only to the
extent to which our fellow citizens respect and trust us do we have the space within which to engage in
our professional activity. The editors have gone to extraordinary lengths to collect and solicit
submissions for this truly special issue of utmost importance from a wide range of writers of many ranks
and differing roles. Together, these essays provide a broad and deep view of the range of issues and
perspectives facing our profession at this critical time of transition and resetting of the force.
As President of the Naval War College, I want to say thank you to everyone responsible for
making /luce.nt/ a reality. We are proud of the college’s reputation for rigor, and the extra effort you
exert to produce this journal marks you as people with passion and a very bright future.

Rear Admiral John N. Christenson
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